
Bring lines of business together

Collaborate simultaneously and securely. 
Control user access down to individual cells, 
slides, and paragraphs. See who made what 
change and when across the entire life of 
the report. Add supporting commentary to 
provide more context.

Organize, prepare, and enrich data

Easily combine data from across your business 
units. Prepare and summarize millions of rows 
of data instantly. Slice, pivot, and drill down for 
quick insights that tell the whole story.

Simply gather data and commentary

Directly connect to Oracle®, SAP®, and other 
enterprise systems to combine data the way 
you want, and automate data refreshes on 
your schedule. Collect and aggregate data and 
commentary submissions from various teams, 
business units, and regions.

Connect data and narrative

Connect data directly to your final reports 
and presentations, including commentary 
and analysis. Increase data assurance from 
source system to end reports for complete 
confidence in your final numbers. Maintain 
consistency across business unit and 
consolidated corporate reports.

Workiva for Business Unit 
and Product Line Reporting
The leading cloud platform for connected data, reporting, and compliance solutions

Finance often receives data in different ways from different 
business units. The challenge is delivering that data in a 
uniform way for your final reports and presentations. Plus, 
with numbers changing frequently, there may be multiple 
submissions before information is ever final—further running 
the risk of inaccuracies and inconsistencies.

Workiva makes reporting across different product lines, 
business units, and regions easy. Automatically aggregate 
and combine data into clean, consolidated views. Connect 
submissions from different sources directly to your analysis, 
and connect analysis directly to reports. Conduct all of your 
analysis in one controlled master spreadsheet. 

You can manage your entire reporting process securely 
and efficiently with the connected reporting platform from 
Workiva. To learn more, visit workiva.com.
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